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M SERIES  
AVAILABLE FUNCTIONS

Outside/ Inside Series/ 
Function Type ANSI 

No. Function Description

M-01 Passage F01 Latchbolt operated by lever from either side at all times

M-04 
M-04IC Entry/Office F04

Latchbolt operated by lever from either side, except when outside lever is made 
inoperative by push button rocker. When outside lever is locked, latchbolt is  
retracted by key from outside or by rotating inside lever. - Auxiliary deadlatch

M-05 
M-05IC Classroom F05

Latch bolt operated by lever from either side except when outside lever is locked 
by key in outside cylinder. When outside lever is locked latchbolt may be retracted 
by key in outside cylinder or rotating inside lever. - Auxiliary dead latch

M-07 
M-07IC Storeroom F07 Latchbolt operated by key from outside or by rotating inside lever. Outside lever is 

always inoperative. - Auxiliary deadlatch

E-M-07 
E-M-07IC

Electrified 
Storeroom  
Fail Secure

F07

Fail Secure (Power unlock) Outside lever is unlocked when power is applied, and 
locked when power is removed. Latchbolt operated manually by key outside or by 
rotating inside lever. Lockset will lock in event of power failure.· Auxiliary  
deadlatch.

E-M-07 
E-M-07IC

Electrified 
Storeroom  
Fail Safe

F07
Fail Safe (Power lock) Outside lever is locked when power is applied and unlocked 
when power is removed. Latchbolt operated manually by key outside or by  
rotating inside lever - Auxiliary deadlatch

M-13 
M-13IC Dormitory F13

Latch bolt operated by lever from either side except when deadbolt  
is projected by key from outside or thumbturn from inside. Deadbolt is retracted 
by key outside or by rotating inside lever which retracts both bolts. (simultaneous 
retraction)

M-19 
M-19IND

Privacy 
Privacy w/  
Indicator

F19

Latchbolt operated by lever from either side except when deadbolt  
is projected by thumbturn from inside. Deadbolt is retracted by emergency  
release outside and by thumbturn inside or rotating inside lever. Indicator option 
displays Occupied when deadbolt is projected and Vacant when deadbolt is  
retracted.

How to Order Lever & Trim Abbreviations

Series Function Lever & 
Trim

Finish Handing

M - 20 - FE - USD26D - RHR

Note: Special Order Items have a 6 week leadtime. 

FE = Flat x Escutcheon

CE = Curved x Escutcheon

HE = Half Curve x Escutcheon

TE = Tubular x Escutcheon

KE = Knob x Escutcheon

FS = Flat x Sectional

CS = Curved x Sectional

HS = Half Curve x Sectional

TS = Tubular x Sectional

KS = Knob x Sectional

Flat Lever
Stocked in US26D

Curved Lever 
Special Order

Half Curve Lever 
Special Order

Tublar Lever 
Special Order

Ball Knob 
Special Order




